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Registration Frustation

As a class registration drew to a close last Friday, administration, Registrar, Computing Services, and students alike, breathed a heavy sigh of relief.

This semester, in an attempt to improve the service for their students, Ursinus College moved to the Online Registration system provided by lenzabar. A process that has been three years in the making here at Ursinus, the program was supposed to allow students to register for classes on Campus Web and register for the classes themselves, without going through the registrar.

In a perfect little registration world, there would be going to be no problems. On the first night of registration, however, the class of 2005 was welcomed to the problems by slow connections and a server that ultimately crashed before the right was over. Shortly after midnight, Barbara Boris, head of Registrar at Ursinus College, sent out a mass email stating that registration would begin the next morning, with all the former registration guidelines being reapplied.

"This whole process is one big frustration, more so than registration normally is," stated junior Ashley McIntosh. In the past, the new online registration system had been considered an overall success. In a joint effort, Computing Services and Registrar experimented with a test run last year by way of study abroad students and the current sophomore class.

"Basically we considered it a success," stated Boris. "Last year with the freshman class of sophomores, the process was initially slow. We started at 7:00 a.m., and the whole time, I was sitting here watching the number of students who had been able to register go up. Speed was our only problem last year." Dr. John King, Chief of Information and Computing Services, provided statistics to back up Boris, stating that by 10:30 a.m., nearly 300 students in the class were enrolled in all one course. There were definitely problems, but we were able to get through those," said King. "After it was over, we went back to the vendor [Jenzabar] and set them know what we thought needed to be fixed. Don't have the working code of the system they provide, so we must take the word of the vendor."

Jenzabar told Ursinus College that in order for the system to work up to its capabilities, they must purchase an upgraded server. So the problem didn't end there. When approximately three hundred juniors began to purchase classes on October 29th, "We didn't look at it last year," said King. "This is not the best system, but expect them to get back the appropriate answers. We aren't happy. Jenzabar basically ignored us when we initially brought the problems to them in the past," stated King.

Because of this, registration for the class of 2005, King went back to Jenzabar for the answers, and this time received an analyst who told King there was a problem in how the system codes were written. According to the analyst, everything needed to be written for the system to run correctly next time.

"There is a substantial amount of money going to the vendor for support, and because of that, we expect them to get back the appropriate answers. We aren't happy. Jenzabar basically ignored us in the past. We don't have the working codes of the system they provide, so we must take the word of the vendor," stated King.

For the class of 2006, Boris stated, "I've been in the past with students wanting answers on a timely manner. We don't have the working codes of the system they provide, so we must take the word of the vendor."
The ANZC research facility in Sydney has spent the past five years developing the first injectable male contraceptive. Fifty-five men received injections of perceptive, a hormone that is thought to suppress sperm production, every three months throughout a one-year-long period.

In addition to preventing sperm production, perceptive lowers levels of the male sex hormone testosterone, which normally helps maintain a healthy sex drive. Therefore, every four months, the test subjects were asked to participate in a sexual-satisfaction study and provided documentation proving sexual satisfaction.

The combination of these two hormones seemed to be effective. Throughout the course of a year, the fifty-five men and their partners used no other forms of birth control. No pregnancies occurred. The injections produced no negative effects of this new contraceptive treatment were reversible. After the subjects stopped receiving the injections, their hormone levels, sex drives, and fertility returned to normal. So successful was this study that after the study concluded, the wife of one subject became pregnant. The ANZC researchers think the hormone has not caused a global grounding contraceptive to mix. In a CNN website poll of 13,400 people, 58% said they or their partner would switch to an injectable contraceptive, 49% of those polled said yes, and 15% said no.

Professor Handelman, the principal investigator of this study at ANZC, asserted that "The results of this study further highlight how men may be able to take greater responsibility for contraception in a convenient and effective way."

(Student...)

Campus Connection: Spotlight on NYU and Student Suicide

Meghan Jarrett
Grizzly News Writer

Saturday, October 25 marked the official beginning of the fall season. Rush is a fun for the students, and it is an exciting opportunity for anybody with a desire to participate in Greek organizations at Ursinus.

The process was held on October 22, and was the Greek president's way of setting the stage for a fun and exciting event. The students set up tables in Olin Plaza and brothers and sisters from each Greek organization were able to attend this event. New students were asked to participate in a formal rush event on Friday, November 7.

While the last two months, three weeks, and fourteen days at New York University in Manhattan have culminated to the most recent occurred when a student jumped off the 22nd floor of the Elmer Holmes Bobst Library, a large new building in the middle of development. Some students jumped off this building, surrounding the balcony, and fell to their deaths.

The first student occurred on September 17, and was given no statement to the students, the family, or the media. They dealt with details about the death, including the names of the victim and the nature of the death. Some students said school officials should have let the community know what happened, pleading the identification of the victim was timely.

It wasn't until the second death, on September 22, that the University released a statement on the death.

Submit your articles to the editorial staff of Grizzly by email at grizzly@ursinus.edu. Deadline for all submissions is Friday at Noon.

Rush Begins at Ursinus

Meghan Jarrett
Grizzly News Writer

The girls held a "fairies" night, which allowed interested girls to spend time with current members, getting to know us and our organization. The boys held a "Himps" night, which allowed interested guys to spend time with current members, getting to know us and our organization. The boys held a "Himps" night, which allowed interested guys to spend time with current members, getting to know us and our organization. The boys held a "Himps" night, which allowed interested guys to spend time with current members, getting to know us and our organization.

The policy states that "No student may be excluded from a convienent and effective way. New students are not given as much support as they receive here. To make matters worse, trying to get medical attention for depression might be difficult in the medical center as it is often fully booked.

Adding to the problem is that the atmosphere of the school can be very isolating. Possibly because the school is a middle of New York City, the school draws strongly independent people who are self-sufficient and are able to keep to themselves. When a student is depressed or upset, it might be difficult for him or her to find support in such an environment.

An unidentified woman questioned by police on the day of the suicide said, "Not putting the blame on NYU but NYU has to set up better structures, physically and psychologically, to develop student and make sure they are connecting with each other," according to the Washington Square News.

NYU has now made efforts to set up help lines and employ 24-hour counseling services. They have also offered open forums for students and members of the community to discuss the suicide and share their feelings on the day. They now have guards in place to watch the balconies until the decisions to put up barriers is finalized.

I have to agree with Nathan though, this is too little, too late.
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The Academy Of Sportfighting

Kickboxing Champion Randy Pogue of The Academy of Sportfighting at Ursinus College Station says, "Come on over and check out what we have to offer!"

He feels there are three main areas that are geared towards Ursinus College students.

The first, the academy has competitive kickboxing and boxing.

Randy is a highly trained professional, he trains athletes in both kickboxing and kickboxing training. He's the one who is the National Kickboxing Champion.

On December 6, Randy will be fighting in the ISKA for the World Middle Weight Title which is a professional event.

He would really like to get good crowds of students that are interested in having a fight and training with up and coming up with Trixie and then having fun and getting out the best possible kickboxing.

These are the three areas that are geared towards

Kickboxing Champion.

Do not worry, he did not only come to kickboxing, he also writes for a weekly column called "The Academy of Sportfighting" located on 50 West 3rd and East Main Street in Colleague inside the Colleague Station.

For more information, go to the website at http://makeavoice.com. This is an awesome website that is extremely informative. It gives information concerning classic schools, and the background about the instructor.

As Randy says, "COME ON OVER!"

The Academy Of Sportfighting is located on 50 West 3rd and East Main Street in Colleague inside the Colleague Station.
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Randy is a highly trained professional. He trains athletes in both kickboxing and kickboxing training. He's the one who is the National Kickboxing Champion.

On December 6, Randy will be fighting in the ISKA for the World Middle Weight Title which is a professional event. He would really like to get good crowds of students that are interested in having a fight and training with up and coming up with Trixie and then having fun and getting out the best possible kickboxing.

These are the three areas that are geared towards Kickboxing Champion.

Do not worry, he did not only come to kickboxing, he also writes for a weekly column called "The Academy of Sportfighting" located on 50 West 3rd and East Main Street in Colleague inside the Colleague Station.

For more information, go to the website at http://makeavoice.com. This is an awesome website that is extremely informative. It gives information concerning classic schools, and the background about the instructor. As Randy says, "COME ON OVER!"
Satin Passion: The New Rave

Elena Culbert

"Skin" A Bust In Hollywood

Althea Virtue

Halloween Extravaganza:
A Frightful Night for the Senior Class

Anthony Virtue

To assure long life wear, clothing should be washed in cold water with a gentle detergent, like Woolite. Let them soak for 3 minutes. Gently swirl the suits through the clothing. Rinse them thoroughly in cool or cold water. Roll them in a towel to remove the excess water. Do not wring or twist your clothing. Dry them flat away from heat and sun.

Hot water washing may shrink your satin clothing from 15% to 20% in size.

You can however, machine wash your chic style in warm water and use a cool dryer. Basically, a delicate setting.

Aftershave is advisable, should be used. Your new clothing should only be ironed on the inside. The iron should be set to light for satin. Keep the steam going on the left side for the Bridal Satin.

After ironing, your clothing will become noticeably softer. Nylon clothing should not be ironed, but if you do, use a light setting.
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Skinning you through the years is a nice look that will last through the holidays. Much less with a suit showing their softer sides by permitting the timidate you, Grizzly

Celebrities everywhere are showing their softer sides by dressing themselves in satin. You can capture this current trend for a look that will last through the holidays. Celebrities
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Tired of hearing the same songs played repeatedly on the radio? Don’t worry because the new band Maroon 5 is on their way to the top of the charts. This band is breaking through strong.

You may have already heard them on the radio, bought their CDs, and air-hug a fan. But if not, here’s some interesting information and facts about them.

Wayne and Mickey were both in school. Their each band was well known as “Kane’s Flowers.” At the young age of 17 they were a popular band at their West LA high school and were making CDs with legendary producer Rob Cavallo. They were on their way or at least it seemed. Their debut, The Fourth World, flopped, and with this the quartet was released from their record label.

Ursinus is in October 2001, they went to college to deliberate their future. They were making a CD with legendary producer Mickey Madden and drummer Ryan Dusick had a band known as “Kane’s Flowers.” At the young age of 17 they were a popular band at their West LA high school and were making CDs with legendary producer Rob Cavallo. They were on their way or at least it seemed. Their debut, The Fourth World, flopped, and with this the quartet was released from their record label.

Unsure of their future as followers, they went to college to deliberate more. Duncan and Levite attended UCLA while Levine and Carmichael went to the State University of New York. Here the boys found what they really interested them.

Carmichael took up the keyboards, and then it was all about making a band. As a guitar player, Jimmy Miller and drummer, guitarist James Valentine, and bass player Mickey Madden and drummer Ryan Dusick had a band known as “Kane’s Flowers.” At the young age of 17 they were a popular band. They were on their way or at least it seemed. Their debut, The Fourth World, flopped, and with this the quartet was released from their record label.

The result was an album that stuck! Sour, Gnarcissus, and a new band name. That’s when Maroon 5 was truly formed! With their new sound and attitude, they quickly gained attention from labels.

Keystone Records, a new affiliate of J Records, signed the group, and in 2001 Maroon 5 released their first album, Songs About Jane.

The album was released on the Island Kite Fire band became exalted with the rhythms, calling the dance one of the “greatest ever.”

Ursinus hosted its first major rock music concert in 1974, when Bruce Springsteen performed simultaneously at the Grizzly Hall. The Boss received a warm reception as he interacted with the “King’s” Back. “It’s Back to the New,” Rosalind, and “Latin Love” were performed by the band, who drew millions of dollars. The song was released as a single in 1999.

The album Don’t Think Twice, It’s All Right was exalted with the rhythms, calling the dance one of the “greatest ever.”

If you watch late night television, like Jay Leno and Conan O’Brien, you’re probably aware of the segments that do with unusual classifieds in the newspapers. However, I have heard by looking at various “crazy classifieds,” that is not only are there people submitting these crazy classifieds, but that people are actually responding to them. Here are just a few of the outrageous classifieds found.

"Germans Speak for Sali: Eat anything and is fond of children"

"Exercise equipment: King-size mattress and box spring, $110"

"Wash and Dryer for sale, good condition. Renting out coldwater"

"Billions! Write for today for free help"

"Sale: new Cars. Why else to be cheated? Come here first"

"Don’t let worry kill you. Let the church help"

All of these classifieds are real classifieds that people actually submit.

The Grizzly has yet to publish any classifieds like these. However, people should be aware of the lies, see these kinds of classifieds in the Ursinus community would submit. The possibilities are endless. To keep up with the crazy classifieds that people submit daily, you can check out and see the ones that you think are the best! The Grizzly.

Watch how people relentlessly continue to submit ads that are just plain crazy.
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Wagner Makes Phils Season Look Promising

The Phillies have taken a giant step towards a possible 2004 playoff birth this week by acquiring reliever Billy Wagner, from the Houston Astros. Wagner will step into the closer role for the Phillies, replacing the much-maligned Jose Mesa.

The Phillies needed their fifth starter, Brandon Duckworth, along with minor league pitchers, Taylor Buchholz and Enyrael Hiro, for Wagner. Duckworth had struggled all season for the Phillies, especially being sent to the minors after the All-Star break.

But the Phillies had to give up a lot to get a closer with Wagner’s proven record.

Wagner finished third in the National League this season with 47 saves in 47 chances and a 1.70 ERA. The Phillies, on the other hand, were among the league’s worst in both categories with only 33 saves, 33 opportunities and been last in the league since acquiring Mike Williams handled the closing duties for the Phillies last season until manager Larry Bowa was fired to take them out of the rotation because of their poor performances.

Mesa finished the season with a 7-5 record, 6.53 ERA and 48 blown saves. Williams’ stats were not better, with a 1-7 record, 6.14 ERA and 7 blown saves.

Hopefully the addition of Wagner will provide the Phillies with the reliable closer they have been in need of for some time. Bowa had only good things to say about the new Phillies closer, “He’s one of the most dominant closers still in baseball.”

He’s right up there with Eric Gagne and John Smoltz in that category, when he comes into the game, it’s over.”

The addition of Wagner, Philadelphia will have one of the stronger bullpens in the National League.

Wagner, who has been known to clock it over 100 mph, is bringing his fresh talent to a bullpen that features top-notch right-hander Bola.

Bola’s Called, Terry Adams, and Dan Pless had all excellent seasons for the Phillies, even though their success was often overshadowed by the failure of Mesa and Williams to close out games.

Six strong innings by a starter becomes a recipe for victory.

The starting rotation should be enough to get through two innings almost unscathed.

Then the ninth inning will belong to Billy Wagner.

This trade also sends a message to the rest of the league in regards to the Phillies’ plans, but they are in need of a second World Series closer.

There are several big-name starting pitchers available through free agency, namely Andy Pettitte,Miscavige have not played their best so far.

Expectations are high in the Phillies’ clubhouse and members of the team are riding the high wire of hope.

“With the addition of Wagner, there is the possibility of having one of the stronger bullpens in the National League.”

Wagner’s presence will bring a sense of security to the Phillies’ bullpen, which was a major weakness in past seasons.

With great expectations and an exciting young nucleus, the Phillies have a chance to make a run for the National League East title.

This addition of Wagner could generate the same excitement in the dugout staff that Tim Thomson brought to the offense last season.

The playoffs were in reach all season, and a couple of blown saves had been wins instead, the Phillies could have won the wild card instead of Florida.

Watching the Marlins celebrate the World Series title was an enjoyable experience for the Phillies, who were one of the top teams in the National League.

The Phillies will have one of the stronger bullpens in the National League.

With great expectations and an exciting young nucleus, the Phillies have a chance to make a run for the National League East title.
The Bears would sound up their lead as F&M would score on three straight rushing touchdowns to take a 21-10 lead. Things would only get worse for the Bears as Justin Salton caught passt from halfback Scott Steffen that would end up as a 42 yard touchdown.

The first of the day for Salton. Salton would score again on a 27 yard reception from QB Jeff Hurner. Salton would go on to establish F&M Center, and ECAC receiving records in the game against Ursinus.

Frankie Maller who had 11 tackles on the day said that Salton was "a thorn in the side of us all day... breaking all sorts of records." Maller was third on the team with tackles on the day behind senior captains Eric Siipola and Tom Reilly who each had 13 total tackles and played their hearts out on the final game at Patterson field. Officially the team was helped by the aforementioned by Steffen who also had four catches for 37 yards.

Quarterback Dave Kupstow completed 18 of his 34 pass attempts for 192 yards, and though he drew as interception, he also threw the first touchdown of his college career. His 2 yard completion to Randy Taylor had brought the F&M lead down to 10. F&M would go on to score two more times to push the lead to 20 where it would stay. Though Kupstow had good moments he was sacked five times.

The sacks could be attributed to a number of things; one glaring fact was the depleted offensive line.

With an injury to senior lineman Andrew Sparks, the line was in flux. Though the line continued to give maximum effort they couldn't get on the same page and thus protection for Kupstow would sometimes fail. In defense of the line, wide out Riley Gilbert commented that "we're not having much luck with our line."

He also believes that an improved effort from the offense would help the defense saying "the defense keys on our offense, if the offense doesn't make big plays, they don't make big plays," Whatever the reason the offenses and defenses have not been on the same page for several weeks now.

The Bears need to be on their toes and avoid going wireless in theconference for the second straight year and the second in head coach Pete Gallager's three year intet.
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• A highly respected, clinically focused program
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• Fully accredited by the American Psychological Association
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• Non-discrimination Foundation Scholarship available
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